Abstract
Introduction
Industrial revolution, computer revolution and power of internet have transformed various economies in the past and were main driving force of growth. Today we are in the next transition phase, new technologies like Cloud Computing, Big Data, Internet of Things (IoT), Artificial Intelligence (AI), Machine Learning (ML), Quantum Computing, etc. are going become de facto standard of next era of driving force of economic growth and Blockchain is going to be integral part of all technologies.
Blockchain was originally used in Bitcoin by a pseudonym called Satoshi Nakamoto in 2009, which is a digital cryptocurrency. Blockchain facilitates transfer of digital currency between parties without need of any central bank or intermediator in Bitcoin network (Shrivas & Yeboah, 2017 ; Nofer, Gomber, Hinz, & Schiereck, 2017; Tama, Kweka, Park, & Rhee, 2017). While Bitcoin is designed to store state of ownership of coins, Ethereum can be used to store state of ownership of any items in digital form using smart contracts (Dinh, et al., 2017) .
Blockchain is just two-decade-old young disruptive technology and now getting popularity after success of Cryptocurrency. Most of the facts about Blockchain are either exaggerated, misinterpreted, little known or still unknown. The main objectives of this paper are to highlight some important phenomena about Blockchain that were misinterpreted and misrepresented. Exploratory research methodology is used in this comprehensive research study. The Standard Exploratory Method Type I, Exploratory method type 5 and 6 (Swedberg, 2018) were employed to explore various Blockchain related concepts. We tried to explore all
Blockchain and types
A distributed ledger that holds collection of interlinked blocks along with block hash is called Blockchain (Shrivas & Yeboah, 2017) . Blockchain is distributed registry, which records transactional data blocks initiated by participating notes in the Blockchain network. Block is basic unit in Blockchain, which is generally combinations of block header and block data as depicted in Figure 1 . Block header generally holds information like current block hash, root hash, timestamp, nonce, previous block hash while block data portion contains total number of transaction, transaction details (sender address, value being transfer, receiver address, transaction fee, etc.) (Dinh, et No. RFC 7914, 2016), etc. is used to generate hash value of block that is stored in the block. Therefore, each blocks hold the value of either current block & previous block or only previous block hash (Tama, Kweka, Park, & Rhee, 2017). Each blocks are inter-linked in Blockchain generally by Merkle tree or acyclic directed graph, etc. and can be retrieved using underline protocol scheme. Figure 1 shows sample Block structure, while Figure 2 represent sample blocks in Blockchain, which is high level and general representation to understand Blockchain architecture. Hash values are unique for blocks thus it is very hard to change block data once it is recorded in the distributed Blockchain. Firstly, Blockchain is distributed, so if anyone wanted to change any one block, they have to alter the records everywhere and secondly they have to change all forward blocks because change in one block will generate a different hash causing different hash value for all foremost blocks, which require consent of all participating parties and required lots of computing power. This makes Blockchain transparent, temper proof, and ensure trust between parties. Third parties, intermediary or agents can be eliminated using Blockchain thus Blockchain just not ensure trust between parties but also help in lowering down the cost. Blockchain allows participants to query each transaction or transaction paths thus each transactions can be traceable from originating address/note to receiver address/node from tamperproof-distributed records. 
Blockchain types
Based on the nature of data accessibility (Lin & Liao, 2017 
Blockchain platforms
Blockchain is emerging technology and reaching to maturity as adoption is growing. Bitcoin was the first Blockchain powered platform launched in 2009 and was designed to exchange digital cryptocurrency without any need of central authority. Bitcoin revolutionizes exchange of money by using distributed technology and cannot counterfeited due to strong cryptographic protocol and hash function. New coins can only be generated by mining process as a reward for solving computation hashes and verifying transactions (Zheng Z Generally, users send transaction to a node in Blockchain network. The Node groups set of transactions into one block and then broadcast this Block to all nodes for processing. Nodes compute cryptographic hashes, process Blockchain transactions, and broadcast success result to all Nodes in Blockchain network. Based on Consensus and agreement block is added to distributed ledger and transaction is completed successfully. In case of Bitcoin and Ethereum the node that is successfully verified the transaction is rewarded and this process is called mining. Table 1 shows most popular Blockchain Platforms and its categorization while Blockchain Platforms and its technical specifications have been pretested in Table 2 . 
A. Financial infusion and project initiatives
As per PricewaterhouseCoopers (PwC) 2018 survey with 600 global executives 84% of executives were actively involved with Blockchain. As per the survey, various organizations reported their Blockchain based project status as 20% research stage, 32% development stage, 10% Pilot stage and 15% projects were live. In First five-month of 2018, various start-ups & market leaders raised $13.7 billion for Blockchain based products and services via Initial Coin Offerings (ICOs). Industry wide Blockchain leadership were reported as Financial services 46%, Industrial products and manufacturing 12%, Energy and utilities 12%, Healthcare 11%, Government 8%, Retail and consumer 4% while Entertainment and media 1% (PricewaterhouseCoopers (PwC) Ltd., 2018).
In another global survey on Blockchain in 2018 by Deloitte found Blockchain working use-case Supply chain 53%, Internet of Things 51%, Digital identity 50%, Digital records 44%, Digital currency 40%, Payments 30% and Voting 12%. Organizations from Canada (36%), China (49%), France (37%), Germany (36%), Mexico (48%), United Kingdom (40%) and United States (14%) reported that Blockchain is currently in production. While Organizations from Canada (51%), China (86%), France (44%), Germany (40%), Mexico (56%), United Kingdom (49%) and United States (24%) are investing in hiring staff with Blockchain experience now and in the future (Pawczuk, Massey, & Schatsky, 2018). 
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B. Human capital
Human capital is very important factors to sustain growth and achieve technological maturity specifically in Blockchain like young technology. As being the new and evolving technology, there are huge demand of skilled human resources in Blockchain sector. There is huge gap in supply and demand. China has evolved as global hub of Blockchain based investment while United States has largest number of Blockchain developer communities followed by India. Top five country wise total estimated Blockchain developers head count stood as 27,876(US), 12,509(India), 7,656(UK), 4,544(Canada) and 4,283(France) as depicted in Figure 6 (Filatov, 2018) .
There is huge demand of Blockchain related skills in job market. As per Burning Glass Technologies in 2016, there were 1,838 job openings, that grew to 3,958 job opening, clocking 115% job growth (Bittle, 2017) 
C. Blockchain applications
Governments in Dubai, United States, Korea China and India are planning to launch public services using Blockchain to prevent fraud and better data management. Blockchain is disrupting all sectors and going to become most widely adopted technology of this era. It is having vast area of applications although some of the applications of Blockchain are listed below As shown in Figure 9 Banking, Financial Service and Insurance are most disrupted sectors by Blockchain followed by Conglomerate and Automotive sectors, and are the consumers of Blockchain. While Technology sectors are Blockchain platform and service providers in general. We have listed top 50 global public companies in Table 3 who are exploring/adopting Blockchain in their businesses. Blockchain application use cases are also listed along with it. 
Conclusion
This is certain that Blockchain is new technology and disrupting almost all sectors. Various organizations are pouring lots of money into Blockchain Platform development and transforming their businesses and operation by adopting Blockchain but the big question on hand is, why? Because these organizations knows that, there are various complexities and loopholes in their existing systems, which Blockchain is addressing. Data is stored in distributed ledger, secured using cryptographic functions and almost temper resistance. Blockchain promote trust and transparency between participating parties and elements need of third parties that is huge cost saving and operational plus point. Smart contracts are the digital agreements between parties and a new way of doing business while Code is the law in Blockchain and records in ledger are proof of an event. 
